In theories with more scalar multiplets than the minimal Weinberg-Salam model, there wi11 exist charged physical Higgs particles, in addition to the neutral Higgs particle. %'e examine the theory and phenomenology of such a situation as a guide for future experimental searches.
I. INTRODUCTION One of the crucial ingredients in the gauge. theory of weak and electromagnetic interactions is the Higgs phenomena, ' where scalar particles are introduced to give masses to the gauge particles through spontaneous symmetry breaking. Roughly speaking, in the processes of spontaneous symmetry breaking, the massless gauge bosons absorb the scalar particles to become massive vector bosons. However, not all the scalar particles will be absorbed by gauge particles, and the presence of these physical scalar particles, which are left over after the symmetry breaking, is one of the important characteristics of this type of spontaneously broken gauge theories. Thus the experimental search for such Higgs particles mill be a good test for the validity of the gauge-model description of weak and electromagnetic interactions.
Generally, the structure of the Higgs particles depends on the model, and the experimental consequences will vary for different models. In the popular Weinberg-Salam model, the structure of the Higgs system is rather simple. After the spontaneous symmetry breaking, only one neutral Higgs particle survives, and its phenomenology has been discussed by J. Ellis et a/. Even in this simple situation, the experimental search for such a neutral Higgs III, we will outline the phenomenology of Higgs particles in models with more than one physical Higgs particle. Most of the discussion will center on charged Higgs particles.
II. STRUCTURES OF THE HIGGS SYSTEM
In this section, we mill discuss the general features of the Higgs structure in various models.
First, we will review the Higgs system in the Weinberg-Sal. am model. . Then, various Higgs structures in models based on the SU(2) &U(l) group will be studied. Most of the features discussed here will also be appbcable to models based on groups more complicated than SU(2) &U(l).
In the-Weinber g-Salam model, the Higgs par ticles are chosen to be in. a doublet with respect to the gauge group SU(2) x U(l) and after the spontaneous symmetry breaking, only one neutral Higgs (2) XU(1) models. In particular, for the important case of the coupling to the fermions we again have two classes.
(1) The Higgs-particle coupling to the fermion is proportional to the mass of the fermion to which the Higgs particle couples and is of order of vGzmq as suggested by the neutral-Higgs-particle coupling to the fermions in the Weinberg-Salam model. ' In this case, the Higgs-particle As a guide to our phenomenology, we will write down "typical" Higgs- Fig. 3 . Numeri- cal factors from the three-body phase-space integral suppresses it, but there is an enhancement from the H propagator if M"+= M"o/2. UsingEq. (26) and Fig. 1 This may be an important mode.
C. Neutrino production (26) Higgs mesons may also be produced in neutrino reactions. There has been considerable effort made in the study of neutral Higgs-particle production. ' The dominant diagram is that illustrated in Fig. 4 . Unfortunately the cross section turns out to be extremely small. As quoted in Ref.
3 the ratio of Higgs-particle production to the standard neutrino cross section approaches T-Ho -X = 3 x 1 0-' [Z"(Gey)] (29) o(v+ T-p, -+x) 
We must rescale the coupling constant (g' g) by multiplying the cross section by 72 GeV/M», and of course must multiply everything by %2m"2/M »2. (s, t, u) is the cross section for the subprocess 6+s -H+c. The expression for the full cross section is lengthy and we will not display it here. However, at high s it is dominated by the f channel pole in Fig. 9(c 
